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Engagement to Produce Sample Parts for Global
Giants
Highlights

•

A number of leading global manufacturers across a range of sectors are
in discussions with Aurora to produce sample parts for evaluation

•

Subject to successful evaluation and testing, these manufacturers have
indicated an interest in purchasing Aurora’s RMP-1 metal 3D printer

•

Sample parts production will be undertaken on commercial terms

•

Interest generated from the Company’s marketing program at Formnext,
the world’s leading additive manufacturing exhibition

Aurora Labs Limited (ASX:A3D) (“Aurora” or
“Company”) is pleased to update investors
with the progress the Company has made in
generating sales of its RMP-1 metal 3D
printer at Formnext – the world’s leading
additive manufacturing conference and
exhibition.
The Company entered into negotiations
with a number of global industrial
businesses that have indicated an interest in
purchasing Aurora Lab’s RMP-1 3D metal
printer, subject to a successful test printing
program.
The test programs are proposed to include the production of sample parts by
the RMP-1 that will be produced by Aurora under commercial terms.
The manufacturers with which Aurora is in discussions about the test printing
program include:
•
•
•
•
•
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A leading European automotive manufacturer
A large Japanese industrial corporation
A United States based industrial products manufacturer
An East Europe-based steel manufacturer
A United States based print for service company
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Aurora’s Managing Director David Budge said the Company’s marketing efforts at Formnext had
exceeded expectations.
“The pathway to revenue from RMP1
sales is becoming clearer and more
realistic,” Mr Budge said.
“In my view there is genuine excitement
at the performance of the RMP-1, which
is leading the world in speed, output size
and product quality.”
“We expect to conclude commercial
arrangements to undertake the sample
test production program soon and look
forward to keeping the market informed
of developments.”

The Aurora Labs Stand at Formnext 2019

Whilst Aurora is optimistic about its negotiations with these manufacturers, it has not entered into any
binding contract with any of the manufacturers at this stage. There is no assurance that it will do so
or what the form of such contract will be. Accordingly, investors are cautioned about making an
investment decision based on these negotiations.

ABOUT AURORA LABS
Aurora is an industrial technology and innovation company that specialises in the development of 3D metal
printers, powders, digital parts and their associated intellectual property.
Aurora is listed on the Australian Securities Exchange (ASX: A3D)
To learn more about Aurora, please visit: www.auroralabs3d.com

ABOUT AdditiveNowTM
AdditiveNow is an incorporated joint venture between A3D Holding Pty Ltd (a member of the Aurora Labs group
of companies) and WorleyParsons Service Pty Ltd (a member of the WorleyParsons group of companies).

FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS
This announcement contains forward-looking statements which incorporate an element of uncertainty or risk,
such as ‘intends’, ‘may’, ‘could’, ‘believes’, ‘estimates’, ‘targets’ or ‘expects’. These statements are based on an
evaluation of current economic and operating conditions, as well as assumptions regarding future events. These
events are, as at the date of this announcement, expected to take place, but there cannot be any guarantee
that such events will occur as anticipated or at all given that many of the events are outside Aurora’s control.
Accordingly, Aurora and the directors cannot and do not give any assurance that the results, performance or
achievements expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements contained in this announcement will
actually occur.
For further information, please contact: enquiries@auroralabs3D.com
Aurora Labs Ltd
U2/79 Bushland Ridge,
Bibra Lake, WA, AUSTRALIA 6163
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